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Abstract-A theoretical framework for the least squares olution of first order elliptic systems is proposed, 
and optimal order error estimates for piecewise polynomial pproximation spaces are derived. Numerical 
examples of the least squares method are also provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [l], the authors dealt with finite element approximations based on the 
Kelvin Principle. The latter was shown to be dual in a suitable sense to the classical Dirichlet 
Principle, and in many respects the computational properties of these principles are com- 
plementary. For example, when the classical Dirichlet Principle is used for Poisson’s equation 
A4 = f, one directly approximates the scalar valued function 4 with say linear finite elements. 
The resulting apprOXitIWtiOn & SatiSfieSB 
II4 - 4hllo 5 c~zl1411* (1) 
while there is a less accurate approximation to the gradient, i.e., 
IP4J - V4hllO~ WV4lb (2) 
Conversely, if the Kelvin Principle is used and if our Grid Decomposition Property (see section 
2) is satisfied then the approximation uh to u = V4 satisfies 
lbk - 4lll~ c~*ll4l* (3) 
while 
As we shall show in this paper the least squares approach is in essence a mixture of the 
Dirichlet and Kelvin Principles. It is natural to use the same spaces for both 4 and u in least 
squares, and if say linear elements are .used, then least squares inherits the property from the 
Dirichlet Principle that the error in the scalar 4 satisfies (1). On the other hand, least squares 
inherits from the Kelvin Principle the property that (3) holds if the Grid Decomposition 
Property is valid. 
Least squares methods appear to be particularly applicable for indefinite problems uch as 
the Helmholtz equation 
A4+u24=f 
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arising in acoustics and elsewhere [3,4]. This is especially true since least squares techniques 
lead to algebraic problems with sparse positive definite matrices. The Kelvin and Dirichlet 
Principles, on the other hand, typically give indefinite matrix problems. 
2.FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
To fix ideas we consider the following boundary value problem: given a function f, we seek 
a suitably smooth &, satisfying 
A&+&e== inn (1) 
&=O onTD (2) 
G0 ==O onrw (3) 
or what is the same 
div(&+q&=f inn (4) 
V&-e=O inR (9 
f&=0 on PBuO.v=O onPN. (6) 
Here, R is a bounded open region of R” with boundary T’n UrN and v is the outward directed 
normal to the boundary. To be precise we assume 
and we seek solutions &, ~0 to (4)-(6) in 
57, = {I+# E H’(R), ti = 0 on rD) 
and 
v. = {V~V E ~Ptn), v - v = 0 on rd. 
The standard least squares method for (4)-(6) introduces finite dimensional subspaces 
and minimizes the residual in the following sense: 
LEAST SQUARES VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Find a & E Y’,,’ and a uh E ‘Yoh which minimizes 
I n {IV@ - vh12 +(div vh + q$I - f I’} 
over 9’ E .YO’ and vh E Yo”. 
Taking the first variation gives 
(7) 
(V4d - uh)(Vtid - vh) + (div (III,) + q&)(diV (v”) + qtid) = I 
n f (div (v”) + qt,b’) 
(8) 
a relation which holds for all vh E YO’ and all 4’ E .Yod. A fact that will be needed in the next 
section is that (8) remains valid when 4s is replaced with 40 and uh replaced with UO; i.e. 
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I,@& - UO)CO$~ - v”) + @iv (~0) + 94cXdiv (v”) + 9@) = 1, f WV (vh) + 9@1. (9) 
We shall assume throughout he standard ([5]-[a]) approximation properties for the finite 
dimensional spaces ‘yoL, YO’ in terms of the Sobolev norms (1 -II1 on H’(R). In particular, we 
shall need the following: 
Approximation property 
There are integers k 2 1 and 111, parameters 0< h < ho and 0 < S < So and finite dimen- 
sional spaces 
{ Vllh}O < h < ho, {yb6)0 < 8 < so 
for which the following holds: for all u E H’(0) fl “v, and 4 E Y0 n H’(n) there are uh E ‘Voh 
and q$ E Yes such that 
for t = 0 and t = 1 where C, is a constant independent of h, 6, u and 4. 
The remaining assumption used in the theory is the Grid Decomposition Property alluded to 
in the introduction and discussed in detail in [l]. A precise statement of this property is as 
follows: 
Grid decomposition property 
For each vh E YO’ there exists wh and zh in “v,’ such that 
v,, = wh + zh 
with div zh = 0 and 
I z,,‘wh =o n 
and such that 
l(whI(O~ C&iv vhll-l 
for some positive constant Co independent of h and vh. 
In the next section, it will be proved that the L2 error 
l =4J0-&i (12) 
in the least squares approximation is the best possible. This result generalizes the work of 
Jesperson[7] who proved it for Laplace’s equation. Jesperson was unable to obtain optimal 
estimates for 
and as we shall show in Section 4 through numerical experiments there is, in general, a loss of 
accuracy. However, with the Grid Decomposition Property we are also able to obtain optimal 
rates for (13). 
3. ERROR ANALYSIS 
The starting point for an analysis of least squares methods is typically the observation that 
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the solution {c& u,J of the discrete problem is a best approximation to {do, ug) in a suitable 
norm. In our context this norm arises from the bilinear form 
B((4,uh ($9 VN = I, 074 - u) * (V$ - v) + (div (u) + qd)(div (v) + 44) (1) 
and is given by 
IIIM 4lll = B((dJ, 4 (4, u)P. (2) 
Letting e, e denote the errors [(12) and (13), Section 21 we observe that [(8) and (9), Section 21 
implies the error {E, e} is orthogonal to YOpo6 X ‘Y,,h in the form B(*, e); i.e. 
B((E, e), (@, vh) = 0 all (@, vh) E .YO”Ob x VOh. (3) 
It follows that (&, uh) is a best approximation to (&, ug) in 111 */I). That is, we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 1. For all (@, vh) E LfOpos x ‘Toh 
IIlk 4lll 5 IllG$0 - tits. ~0 - ~~111. 
Observe that (4) and the approximation property in Section 2 can be combined to give an 
error estimate in the norm (]I* 111. Indeed, it follows immediately from (1) and the fact that q is a 
bounded function that B(*;) is a bounded form on H’(a) x H’(R), and without a loss of 
generality we may assume 
Im#h 4. ($9 VNI 5 (114111+ lld1>wll* + 11~111,. (9 
Thus 
and so 
lll(4~ 411 5 ll4lll + IlUlllr (6) 
lllk 4111 5 CA~‘3hll~ + ~‘-‘IP4dlk). (7) 
This error estimate is not very important by itself since the reverse of (6) is not valid, i.e. 
~]~~/~~ is majorized by the norm ]]*I]  on H’(a) but is not eqivalent o it. In fact, it is by no means 
clear that (2) even dominates the L2 norm I( . Ilo. 
To obtain error estimates in more reasonable norms, we shall need to exploit the solvability 
of the boundary value problem [(l)-(3), section 21. More precisely, we shall need an a priori 
inequality of the form 
1111112+t < GbW + q+it i’=O,l 
to hold for all 9 E H’+‘(Q) satisfying the boundary conditions 
(8) 
q?=O on rB V$*v=O 0nrN (9) 
(i.e. ($, V#) E Y0 x Y,,). This will be the case for a fixed positive number CE provided fi and 4 
are sufficiently smooth [2]. 
This regularity property will enable us to establish optimal error estimates for 
lklb, IW 4-1. 
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To obtain an estimate for 
IlelL 
we shall need the Grid Decomposition Property discussed in section 2. 
LEMMA 2. If C,, C’s denote the constants in [(10)-G l), section 21 and (8) then 
Ildiv e + q/l-i 5 CL’& + S)lll(e, e)lll. 
Proof. We recall[2] that 
]]div (e) + qell_l I sup 
n 
[~~sI~~~~+~~l(llllll~~~]. 
Now for any 7 E H’(G) with 
we solve 
or what is the same, 
p=V5 onn 
div(p)+qZ= 7 onfi 
t=OonID, p*v=OonIN. 
Regularity gives 
lIPI d IlSll3 s GIIOIII 5 CF. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Observe since p - V.$ = 0, 
I $div (e) + +I = cl I R [div p + q[][div e + qc] 
= Nk eh 6 P)). 
Use of the orthogonality property (3) and (6) leads to 
II ddiv (4 + 461 n I = ME, 4, (f - &, p - $,,))I 
s lll(c dllllll(5 - i, P - h>>lll (15) 
s lllk 4lllW &III + IIP - ihIll). 
This inequality is valid for any 56 E 9’,,’ and fib E “yo”, and in particular we choose the latter so 
that 
118 - ihIll 5 CAhllpll2 5 CACEh. 
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Our estimate (10) now follows by taking the sup in (15) with 11711, I 1. 
LEMMA 3. In the same context as Lemma 2 we have 
Proof. We solve the boundary value problem 
Aq+qn=E infl 
q=O 0nTfi Vn.v=O 0nrN. 
for 7. Regularity gives 
lb?ll2 s Gll4. 
In addition, 
Integrating by parts we have 
which because of the boundary conditions reduces (19) to 
But observe that 
B((e, e), (7, ON = 1 {(Vr - e) * Vq + @iv (4 + &ml. 
n 
Integrating by parts once more we have 
The last three equalities combine to give 
q + l)(div e+ qe)~ -NE, e), (r), 0)). 
which with the orthogonality property (3) becomes 
11410’ = I, ( 4 + Mdiv e + qch - NE, eh (7 - 7js, 0)). 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
P-3 
The function & E Y0”08 can be chosen so that 
117) - iall, 5 c44ldlZ 5 c4Gmo. 
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Since 
II (4 + WV e + qrh 5 (bh.~+ Ulldiv (4 + dl-dhll~ n I 
s G<ll& + l)lldiv e + q~ll-dl4l~, 
the estimate (16) follows from (20). 
THEOREM 1.There is a constant C depending only on CA, CE, and llqllLrn such that 
1140 5 CM + ~)lllk 4lll 
and 
lldiv ell-i 5 C(h + @IIKE, dill. 
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(21) 
(22) 
In particular, 
with a similar bound for I)div (e)/_,. 
Proof. The inequality (21) is a direct consequence of (10) and (16). The inequality (22) 
follows from (10) and 
lldiv ejl-i 9 /Jdiv(e) + qell-1 + 11q& 
with the observation that 
IlWli-1 s lldo 5 Ilsllk4l4lo~ 
We now turn to the L2 estimate for e. The key is the Grid Decomposition Property and we 
use this to write 
uh -ii,, =w,,+z,,, (23) 
where 
Recall that for any v E VC, 
Thus 
div (ah) = 0, w,,‘a,,=O, 
and 
~~wh~~0 s Colldiv (uh - ihll-l. 
((div VII_, $lh$,. 
(24) 
(25) 
~~Wh~lO 5 GAlId iv ( u - hh)ll-l + lldiv (WI - uh)ll-I} 
5 CG{IJu-ii&+ lldiv ell_,}. 
To complete the estimate we must get a similar bound on ah. To do this we turn to the identity 
(3), which can be rewritten with @ = 0 as 
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I n{ uh * vh + div (uh) div (vh>} + (q + 1) div (vh)& 
= I n{ II. vh + div (u) div (v”)} + I o (q + 1) div (vh)+. 
Putting vh = zh and noting that div (xh) = 0, this becomes 
Thus as xh and wh are orthogonal 
It follows that 
(26) 
Combining (23), (25) and (26) we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.If the Grid Decomposition Property holds, then 
Ile/b S 211~ - fihlb + Co(lldivell-i + lldiv (u - ~h)ll-l). 
ThUS 
Note (27) implies that the error will be of order O(hk) if k = I and 6 = O(h). That is, the same 
order polynomials hould be used for both 4 and u, and the associated mesh spacing should be 
comparable. In practice this can be done by taking the same grids for both. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we report the results of computations which illustrate the least squares 
method. These results give evidence of the essential role played by the G.D.P. Furthermore, 
they point out certain advantages that the least squares method possesses over the use of either 
the Dirichlet or Kelvin variational principles. 
All the examples deal with the Helmholtz equation 
A4 + k24 = F(x, y) (1) 
in the unit square. An equivalent first order system is given by 
div u + k24 = F(x, y) (2) 
and 
u-grad4=0. (3) 
Three different sets of boundary conditions were used; these are depicted in Fig. 1. In 
conjunction with these data, three different grids were used; these are illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
grids of Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) lead to two different piecewise linear finite element spaces, while the 
grid of Fig. 2(c) leads to a piecewise bilinear finite element space. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fii. 1. Different boundary value specifications used in numerical examples. Symbols indicate variable 
specified on corresponding section of boundary. (a) Dirichlet data; (b) Neumann data; (c) Mixed data. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2. Grids used in numerical examples. (a) “Directional” triangulation: (b) “Criss-cross” triangulation; 
(c) Bilinear quadrilaterals. 
Sample computational results are presented in Figs. 3-6. Figure 3 displays the L2 error of the 
approximate solution for the components u and u of grad 4. The exact solution is 4 = 
sin (x - y). Both the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for (2H3) were computed for the three 
grids of Fig. 2 with k = l/2. In these cases, u and u have identical errors. Next the mixed data 
case of Fig. lc was considered. In this case, the exact solution of the problem is given by 
t#J = cos (7ry) cos [l//(a2- P)(l - x)]/cos (d/(7?- P)). 
a3 - 
Slope = -514 
Slope = -314 
8 0.01 - 
t 
w 
aoo7 I 0.003 
0.001 a00 7 I 
0.0004 - 
I II I 
Y 
6 8 IO 20 
(Grid otze)“ 
-I 
-l/3 
Fig. 3. L2 error in the least squares approximation to u = &$/lax or u = @/lay for Dirichlet (a, b, f) and 
Neumann (c, d, c) problems with k = 4. (b, d) directional grid: (a, c) bilinear grid: (e, f) criss-cross grid. 
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Figure 4 displays the L2 errors in u and u for the “directional” and “criss-cross” grids, again 
with k = l/2. For the “criss-cross” grid, results are also given for k = 7/4 in which case (l), or 
equivalently (2)-(3), is indefinite. In all the above examples, the approximating spaces were 
constrained to satisfy the appropriate ssential boundary conditions. An alternative approach is 
to leave the approximating spaces unconstrained, and instead include the essential boundary 
conditions in the variational principle[8]. Figure 4 also displays results for the latter approach, 
using the “criss-cross” grid for both k = l/2 and 7/4. Figure 5 displays the L2 errors in 4 using 
the “crisscross” grid with k = l/2 and 7/4 and using both methods of imposing the boundary 
conditions on the approximate solution. Finally, in Fig. 6, results for other examples using the 
“criss-cross” grid are presented. For contrast, one result is given using the “directional” grid. 
The results of these and other computations may be summarized as follows. For all 
problems considered, the “criss-cross” grid yielded a second order rate of convergence for the 
approximations to 4, I( and V. Although the “directional” and bilinear grids generally yielded a 
second order rate of convergence for the approximations to 4, they generally did not achieve 
such a rate for u and u. These results clearly point out the crucial role the choice of grid plays 
in achieving an optimum rate of convergence of the approximations to u. Furthermore, at least 
for u and II, the “criss-cross” grid consistently ielded smaller values for the L2 errors, even at 
moderately large values of the grid size. It was shown in [l] that the “criss-cross” grid satisfies 
the grid decomposition property. 
Unlike the Dirichlet or Kelvin principles, the least squares principle allows the use of similar 
spaces for approximating the scalar 4 and vector u. The Kelvin principle requires that the 
space in which one seeks the approximation to C$ be formed as the divergence of the elements 
of the space in which one seeks approximations to u[l]. Analogously, the Dirichlet principle 
implicitly requires that the space in which one seeks approximations to u be composed of the 
gradient of the elements of the scalar approximating space. Thus, these two principles excluded 
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Fig. 4. L2 error in the least squares approximation to u = d4d.x and v = d#do for mixed boundary 
problem. (a, 6) directional grid; (c-i) criss-cross grid. (u-f) k = f; (g-j) k = 7/4. (a. c, e, g, i) displays u; (b, 
d, j, h, i) displays u. (CIA, g. k) using constrained spaces; (e, f, i, i) using boundary integrals. 
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Fig. 5. L2 error in the least squares approximation to d for mixed data problem using the crisscross grid. 
(0, c) k = 7/4; (6, d) k = 4. (4, b) using boundary integrals (c, d) using constrained spaces. 
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Fig. 6. L.2 error in the least squares approximation to II = ad/ax and v = @/dy using the criss-cross grid 
(except for d which uses the directional grid) with k = 5. (4, c, d, f, g, h, i) displays u; (4, b, d, e, f, g, i) 
displays u. (4, b, c, d) Dirichlet problem; (d, e, f, g, h) Neumann problem. (4, f) have exact solution 
d = x3 + y’; for (b, c, e, h) 4 = sin (2x - y): for (4 g, i) I$ = sin (xy). 
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the possibility of using, for instance, continuous piecewise linear finite element spaces for both 
4 and u. Therefore one cannot, in general, simultaneously achieve second order accuracy in the 
approximations to C$ and u. The least squares principle does not require any such inclusion 
property and one may choose piecewise linear spaces for the approximations to 4 and u. 
Therefore as is shown in section 3 and illustrated in the examples of this section, one may 
achieve second order accuracy in both the approximations to NJ~ and u. Of course, actually 
achieving the second order accuracy in approximations tou requires that the grid be chosen so 
that the G.D.P. be satisfied. This fact was proved in section 3. The optimal accuracy of 
approximations to I$, however, is independent of this grid requirement. 
A final comment on the least squares method concerns the fact that the matrix system 
resulting from the discretization is symmetric and positive definite. These desirable matrix 
properties remain valid even if the problems associated with (1) or (2)~(3) are indefinite, e.g. k2 
in (1) or (2)~(3) is huger than the magnitude of the smallest (in modulus) eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian operator. The same will not be true for the Dirichlet or Kelvin principles. Thus, even 
for indefinite problems, the least squares method allows for the use of standard iterative 
techniques for the solution of the associated matrix problem. In fact, insofar as the properties 
of the least squares method are concerned, the method is insensitive to the value of k except, of 
course, for the near singular cases where k* approaches an eigenvalue of the Laplacian 
operator. Furthermore, the least squares method results in a matrix which has a zero-nonzero 
structure identical to that of the matrix obtained by using the Kelvin principle with an identical 
choice of approximation spaces. 
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